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Abstract: Heat Pipe (THP) has a continues evaporation/
condensation cycles of the working fluid. The flow
patterns of the two phases is founds by previous
published articles, as a non-steady complex spatial flow
pattern. This type of the flow blocks the easy moving of
the two-phases and limits the thermal performance of the
THP. In this study, a copper tubes packing (TP) is simulated
numerically to control/manage the flow streams of the
two phases inside the THP. The simulated THP is 600mm
length made of copper partially filled with water. The TP
is consist of a two copper tubes attached contrary to each
other with a neighboring openings. The upper tube (Riser
tube) facilitate the moving of steam streams from
evaporator section to the top of the condenser section.
The lower tube (Down-comer tube) facilitate the moving
of the condensate streams from the condenser section to
the bottom of the evaporator section. The tested filling
ratios are (40,50,55,60 and 70) % of evaporator section
volume. The supplied heats are (50,75,100,150 and 200)
W. The Computational Fluid Dynamics solution are done
for a three dimensional model (3DCFD) using ANSYS/
Fluent R19.0 software. The simulation result of the steam
volume fractions contours shows that the insertion of TP
control the flow streams of both phases. Also prevent the
formation of complex flow patterns then enhance the
axial velocity vectors and reduce cross velocity vectors.
The inserted TP provide a regular circulation paths for the
working fluid phases and enhance evaporation
/condensation processes. Hence it’s reduce the thermal
resistance of the THP about 55% and enhance the thermal
performance with the same percentage. In addition, the
thermal performance of the enhanced TPTHP is not/a little
influence due to the variation of the filling ratio.
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1. Introduction
Two phase Closed Heat Pipe (THP) is considered
as one of the power-full devices in heat transfer
and heat homogeneity [1]. That because its high
capabilities for heat transfer without external
source of power, i.e. passive heat transfer device
[2]. The THP divided based on the working
principles into a three sections [3]: evaporator
section, adiabatic section and condenser section.
A continues cycles of evaporation and
condensation processes presents the THP
working principles. A schematic diagram for the
THP sections and working principles is shown in
Fig.(1) [4]. Due to its low manufacturing cost,
wide range of working fluids and materials, nomaintenance requirements and simplicity, the
THPs are used in a very wide range of
applications. Some of these applications are solar
applications [5], [6] , cooling of electronics
[7][8], air conditioning applications [9] ,
satellites and space applications [10], [11].
Therefore, improving/enhancement the thermal
performance of the THP is a demand for many
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researchers and application producers for a
cooling devices with high rates of heat transfer.
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condenser of THP. They tested the effects of the
variation of evaporator section diameter on the
reduction of entrainments in the evaporator
section. Two test rigs are constructed and tested
with water, ethanol, and R113 as working fluids.
The evaporator is made of copper with same
ID/OD of condenser section for test rig #1. While
a stainless steel 304 tube with larger ID was used
as evaporator section for test rig #2. The authors
reported that the effect of entrainment on the
condenser thermal performance can’t confirmed
in their study. But the temperature distribution
along the evaporator section of test rig #2 has a
better performance than that of test rig #1. Y.
Hung et.al. , 2011 [20] , developed 1D
mathematical model to study the effect of some
geometrical parameters on heat transfer capacity
of THP. These geometrical parameters are star
grooves, cross sectional area, length, adiabatic
section length and FR. The star grooves types
are: triangle, square, hexagonal, and octagonal.
They concluded that for a thin grooves the heat
transfer capacity increases due to the increase of
capillary forces. Also they showed that heat
transfer capacity is proportional to the cross
sectional area and inversely to the length of THP.
Hence heat transfer increases when adiabatic
section length decreases at constant THP total
length. R. Nair et.al , 2016 [21], studied
numerically the effects of the insertion of a
rectangular longitudinal fins (along condenser
section). Also studied the effects of the number
of fins on enhancement of thermal performance
(condensate mass) of THP at steady state
conditions. The fins are inserted and attached to
the inner surface of the condenser section to
increase the effective area of condensation. The
results showed that the condensate mass increase
about 22% for 8 fins, and about 32% for 12 fins.
A. B. Solomon et.al , 2017 [22], studied the THP
thermal performance with/without a thin porous
copper coat at the inner surface of a coper pipe.
The thin layer of porous copper was established

Condenser
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of THP Longitudinal
Section and Operation Principles [4]

The enhancement techniques used for increasing
the thermal performance of the THP can be
categorized in four categories. (a) Using of nano
fluids to enhance the thermal performance of the
working fluid as tested by M. Rahimi et.al. [12],
T. Israeli et.al , 2008 [13] , S. Zhao et.al , 2018
[14]…etc... (b) Using of binary mixtures of fluid
as working fluid with relatively high rates of
wettability or self-rewetting fluids as tested by K.
Armijo et.al , 2011 [15] , Y. Naresh et.al. , 2018
[16] … etc..(c) Using of phase change materials
(PCM) to control the temperatures fluctuations of
the THP during transient and steady state
operations as tested by Y. Weng et.al , 2011 [17],
H. Behi et.al. , 2017 [18]… etc..(d) Geometry
modification techniques. This technique focused
on the THP geometrical aspects to enhance the
thermal performance of the THP as proposed and
tested by the following authors. H. Hashimoto
et.al , 2002 [19] , studied experimentally the
effect of entrainment on heat transfer drop in the
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to enhance pool boiling process. This layer was
made using electrochemical deposition process.
Also they tested the effects of coating with oxides
on the thermal performance. They found that the
copper coat showed a better heat transfer
capabilities better than oxide coat and the uncoated pipe. Thermal resistance (Rth) was
lowered about 21% at inclination angle of 45º
and 10 kW/m2 heat flux. S. Fertahi et.al. , 2018
[23] , set up a 2D CFD numerical simulation to
simulate THP operation for domestic water
heating system. The authors showed that the
results were validated with a previous published
work and a good agreement were achieved. Also
they suggested that the insertion of tilted fins at
condenser section will enhance the thermal
performance of THP. A. Alammar et.al. , 2018
[24] , studied experimentally the effect of
roughness of the internal surface on thermal
performance of THP. The roughness is made
with electrical discharging machine for the
copper. The surface roughness reduces Rth about
16%. Y. Kim et.al. , 2019 [25] , tested
experimentally the effect of sintered microporous
coating of evaporator section on THP thermal
performance. The results showed that reduction
in Rth about 51% at FR 35% and about 30% at FR
70%. A. Temimy et.al. , 2019 [4], simulate
numerically the flow patterns of the working
fluid inside the THP. The simulation results
showed that the flow patterns are not as ordinary
assumed, where the steam flow upward at the
core and the condensate flow at the inner surface
of the THP. The simulation showed that the flow
patterns are a complex flow behavior. Also a
non-steady spatial flow occurring for both phases
as shown in fig. (2) for velocity vectors. The
velocity vectors showed that non-steady and nonstable vortices fields are formed. Also the axial
flow velocity vectors (along the THP) in
upward/downward directions are not clear. Cross
velocity vectors are clear at different elevations.
The axial flow velocity vectors, are the
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responsible vectors for heat/mass transfer along
the THP. While cross velocity vectors are
responsible for complex/vortex flow formation.
The temperatures distribution along the THP are
validated by experimental tests for the same
working configurations by the authors in 2019
[26].

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)
(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 2. Velocity Vectors at Vertical Central Section
of THP [4]

As described above, the THP thermal
performance enhancement techniques focused on
the thermal properties of the THP material and
working fluid and the area heat transfer. Studies
on the effect of the flow patterns behavior inside
the THP on the thermal performance is rare. In
this study, the suggested goals are to design and
simulate numerically the effect of an insertion a
new tubes packing (TP) on the two-phases flow
patterns. This TP consist of a two copper tubes
attached contrary to each other with a
neighboring openings. The upper tube (Riser
tube) is proposed to facilitate the moving of
steam streams from evaporator section to the top
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has a length of 305mm and OD/ID of 9.5mm /
8.3mm. The down comer tube has a length of
230mm and OD/ID of 6.2mm / 5mm. The tubes
are connected to central disk of thickness 10mm
and OD of 15.8mm. The central disk allocated at
a level of 250mm from the bottom of the THP.
Therefore, the upper opening of the riser tube
will be at a level of 550mm, and the lower
opening of the down comer tube will be at a level
of 25mm as shown in fig. (5).
Mesh independency procedure are used and the
final mesh of about 4.5M nodes are set as shown
in fig. (6). The transient solution time step
independency procedures are used and a time
step of 10-4 Sec. This time step provide a Courant
Number less than unity [4], [26].

2. Model Geometry and Dimensions
The modeled THP is made from copper pipe has
OD/ID of 19.05mm/ 17.4mm with 600mm
length. The length is divided as 250mm as
evaporator section, 150mm as adiabatic section
and 200mm as condenser section as shown in fig.
(3). The condenser section cooled by a jacketed
heat exchanger along the condenser with OD of
50mm with cooling water flowrate of 3 lit./min..
The supplied heat set as a constant heat flux at
the evaporator section surface with values of (50,
75, 100, 150, 200) W. Filling ratios (FR) are (40,
50, 55, 60, 70) % of the evaporator volume.
The proposed two phases flow paths controller
Tubes Packing (TP) consist of two copper tubes
assigned as riser tube and down comer tube. The
riser tube controls the flow paths of the steam
streams. The generated steam guided upward by
the buoyancy forces to the top of the condenser
section without any interactions with the
condensate streams. The down comer tube
controls the flow paths of the condensate
streams. The condensate guided downward by
the gravitational forces to the bottom of the
evaporator section without any interactions with
the steam streams as shown in fig. (4) for the
TPTHP.
The TP tubes arranged in a parallel position with
a 10mm shifting in their openings. The riser tube

Ф 5 mm

of the condenser section. The lower tube (Downcomer tube) is proposed to facilitate the moving
of the condensate streams from the condenser
section to the bottom of the evaporator section.
Therefore, the insertion of this TP into the THP
will separate the flow paths/streams of both
phases. Hence, it will provide a uniform
circulation cycle for the working fluid and
prevent formation of complex spatial flow
patterns. The proposed uniform circulation cycle
for the working fluid will enhance evaporation
and condensation processes and leads to enhance
the thermal performance of the THP.
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Figure 3. THP Model Geometry and Dimensions
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3. Governing Equations
The case study includes fluid flow, heat transfer
and mass transfer between two-phases of single
fluid (steam and condensate of water). Therefore,
one of the available Euler-Euler solution models
in Fluent was selected which is the Volume Of
Fluid model (VOF). This solution model is
selected based on the recommendations of the
software documents [27]–[29]. The VOF model
is used for bubbly and droplets flow patterns
which occurring normally inside THP. In this
model, each mesh cell considered to be occupied
by the two phases together based on volume
fraction of each phase. The mass transfer
between the two phases and the other cells was
calculated at each time interval of the solution.
Also this model can truck the changes of both
phases in transient and steady state processes. In
this model, there is a single set of equations
solved by iteration techniques for energy and
momentum. Based on volume fractions (VF) of
both phases in each cell, the appropriate thermal
properties of each cell are calculated for
momentum and energy calculations.
The following are the governing fluid flow, heat
transfer/energy and two-phase mass transfer
mathematical equations used to solve the 3DCFD
model. These equations are used to solve the case
study and get the transient and steady state
parameters values and conditions of velocities,
volume fractions (VF)of each phase and other
thermal parameters [27]–[29]:
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temperature, a specific amount of liquid mass
will evaporate based on the amount of absorbed
energy and latent heat of evaporation hfg. So that
VOF of each phase will be calculated for the new
time interval of calculations. Condensation
occurs when the cell gave / release energy in
opposite process of evaporation process.
Volume of fractions (VOF) values of the twophases of the working fluid (water) are calculated
one time at each time interval. The equation of
continuity has the following form based on the
coincide conservation of masses of both phases:
𝜕𝜌
(1)
∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑉) = −
𝜕𝑡
Equation (1) is initially solved to estimate the VF
change of primary phase (v-vapor/ steam). Then
eqn. (2) can track the VF change of the other
phase (l-liquid/ condensate) as follow:
𝜕
(2)
∇ ∙ (∝𝑙 𝜌𝑙 𝑉) = − (∝𝑙 𝜌𝑙 ) + 𝑆𝑚
𝜕𝑡
To estimate the mass transfer between the two
phases during condensation and evaporation, a
mass source (phase change) term Sm is added.
Equation (2) will not be solved for primary phase
(vapor), because VF of vapor is calculated using
the following expression:
𝑛

∑ ∝𝑣 = 1

(3)

𝑣=1

3.1. Continuity Equation

A mixture of the vapor (v) and liquid (l) phases
exists when the cell is not wholly full with
primary phase (v) or with the secondary phase (l).
So that, the mixture density is calculated as the
averaged density from volume fractions as
follows:
(4)
𝜌 = ∝𝑙 𝜌𝑙 + (1 −∝𝑙 )𝜌𝑣

Due to heat supply at evaporation section and
heat release at condenser section, the evaporation
and condensation processes are kept continuous.
Therefore, the VF of each phase keep change
during operation of THP. For evaporation
process and at each time interval, when a cell
receive/absorb energy its temperature will raise.
If the cell temperature exceeds evaporation
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3.2. Momentum Equation

𝑘 = ∝𝑙 𝑘𝑙 + (1 −∝𝑙 )𝑘𝑣

The main forces that effect on the momentum of
the fluid phases in VOF model are friction,
surface tension, gravitational, and pressure.
Along the interface of the two phases, the effect
of surface tension is important. So that a
parameter named continuum surface force (FCSF)
has been added to the momentum equation:
𝐹𝐶𝑆𝐹 = 2𝜎

∝𝑙 𝜌𝑙 𝐶𝑣 ∇ 𝛼𝑣 + ∝𝑣 𝜌𝑣 𝐶𝑙 ∇ 𝛼𝑙
𝜌𝑙 + 𝜌𝑣

(9)

Also energy E is considered as mass averaged,
and calculated as follows:
𝐸=

∝𝑙 𝜌𝑙 𝐸𝑙 + ∝𝑣 𝜌𝑣 𝐸𝑣
∝𝑙 𝜌𝑙 + ∝𝑣 𝜌𝑣

(10)

Finally, for each phase, energy terms based on
temperatures and specific heats are calculated as
follows:
𝐸𝑙 = 𝐶𝑣,𝑙 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 )
(11)

(5)

𝐸𝑣 = 𝐶𝑣,𝑣 (𝑇 − 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡 )

When considering the effect of FCSF forces into
VOF model, the 3D momentum equation will be
as follows:

(12)

3.4. Thermal Resistance

𝜕
(𝜌𝑉) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝑉𝑉 𝑇 )
𝜕𝑡
= 𝜌𝑔 − ∇𝑝 + ∇
∙ [𝜇(∇𝑉 + (∇𝑉)𝑇 )

ISSN 2520-0917

There are different ways used to summarize the
thermal performance of THP for validation
purpose between different configurations. These
different configurations could be working fluid,
pipe material, size/geometry and filling ratio.
The validation done for the same working
parameters or boundary conditions (i.e. supplied
heat , cooling system , inclination angle) [3][1](I.
Saad et. al.,2017) [30]. The most favorable
equation used for validation purpose is the
thermal resistance equation [1], [31]–[33]:

(6)

2
− 𝜇(∇ ∙ 𝑉)𝐼] + 𝐹𝐶𝑆𝐹
3

The dynamic viscosity µ was considered mass
averaged and calculated as follow:
(7)
𝜇 = ∝𝑙 𝜇𝑙 + (1 −∝𝑙 )𝜇𝑣

3.3. Energy Equation

In VOF model, there is a single set of equations
for energy, and set as follows:
𝜕
(𝜌𝐸) + ∇ ∙ (𝜌𝐸𝑉)
𝜕𝑡
= ∇ ∙ (𝑘∇T) + ∇ ∙ (pV) + 𝑆𝐸

𝑅𝑡ℎ =

(8)

𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝.𝑎𝑣𝑔. − 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑.𝑎𝑣𝑔.
𝑄𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡

(13)

Therefore, the lower thermal resistance value for
the THP is the better thermal performance among
all suggested and tested configurations for the
same boundary/operating conditions.
The enhancement percentage of the thermal
performance is calculated from the reduction
percentage for the Rth that calculated as follows:

To calculate the heat transfer during
condensation and evaporation processes, an
energy source parameter SE is added.
The thermal conductivity k considered as mass
averaged, and calculated as follows:
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% 𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑡ℎ
𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 − 𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑑
=
𝑅𝑡ℎ,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙
∗ 100
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vectors are very low, and present mainly at the
entrance/exit of the tubes. Therefore, the
using/inserting of TP into the THP increases the
uniformity of the distribution of velocity vectors.
Also make the axial velocity vectors as the main
vectors. Then the flow of both the generated
steam and the condensate streams have been
more regular without interactions during the
evaporation/condensation
processes.
This
regulation enhances and regulate the
evaporation/ condensation cycle.

(14)

4. Solution setup
The 3DCFD solution is done with ANSYS R
19.0 software and the solution setup are as in ref.
[4], [26] according to the software documents
recommendations [27]–[29]. The Volume of
Fluid (VOF) solution model is set as a solution
model for the fluid domain. The TP set as
thermally Coupled walls to consider the heat
transfer from/to the TP material during the
solution calculations. The fluid adaptation
technique is used to set up the FR with a transient
time step of 10-4 Sec. The steady state conditions
achieved when the supplied heat totally absorbed
by the cooling water.

Steam

Condensate

(d)

(c)

5. Results and Discussion
The resultant data from the 3DCFD solution are
gathered for steady state conditions for the tested
operating conditions. The steady state conditions
are achieved when the supplied heat transferred
totally to the cooling water during the operation.
The results plotted as a velocity vectors at the
central vertical plane of the TPTHP. This plot
clarifies the effect of the insertion of TP on the
velocity vectors of both phases as shown in fig.
(7) for FR of 55% and supplied heat of 100W. All
the tested operating configurations show the
same behaviors for the velocity vectors due to the
insertion of TP.
The velocity vectors show that the TPTHP has a
very low rates/vanished of the spatial complex
flow patterns formation. This low rates are with
respect to the velocity vectors distribution of the
THP that shown in fig. (2). The axial velocity
vectors (along the TPTHP) are presented as the
main flow velocity vectors. The cross velocity

(b)

(a)
(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Velocity Vectors at Vertical Central Section
of TPTHP

The Steam Volume Fractions (SVF) contours for
the steady state operation of the THP and TPTHP
are plotted at the central plane as shown in fig.
(8). The TPTHP SVF contours clearly showed
that the two phases streams are separated from
each other. The generated steam streams flow
upward through the riser tube to the upper portion
of the condenser section. The condensate streams
flow downward through the down comer tube to
the lower portion of the evaporator section. The
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interactions between the two streams are
vanished. The spatial flow behavior is controlled
and transformed to a regular circulation flow
behavior. This new flow behavior inside the
modified THP will leads to enhance the thermal
performance of the THP.
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section and higher trends for the condenser
section represent the enhancement of the THP
thermal performance due to the insertion of TP.
The relatively lower values of temperatures
along the evaporator section will produce a
relatively lower values of the average
temperatures of evaporator section. The
relatively higher values of temperatures along the
condenser section will produce a relatively
higher values of the average temperatures of
condenser section. Hence, according to eqn. (13)
the TPTHP have a lower value of Rth Than THP.
The decreasing of Rth values due to the insertion
of TP represent the enhancement in the thermal
performance.
a) FR 40%
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Figure 8. Steam Volume Fractions at the Central
Vertical Plane of THP and TPTHP
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The temperature distribution along the inner
surface of the THP and TPTHP showed the same
trend behaviors as shown in fig. (9, a-e). Along
the evaporator section, it’s clear that the TPTHP
temperatures trends has a lower values of
temperatures than that of the THP. Also the
condenser section temperature distribution has a
relatively higher values for the TPTHP than that
of the THP. These lower trends for the evaporator

200
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Temperature Cº

appears as a separated trends. These coincided
trends for the TPTHP declare that the variation of
FR does not affect the values of Rth at the same
heat supply values. So that the insertion of the TP
reduce/vanish the effect of the variations of FR
on the thermal performance of the THP.
This result can be extrapolated to another results.
The insertion of TP prevent/reduce the
entrainment phenomenon effects. Entrainment
phenomenon effects could lead to flooding
situation and dropping of the thermal
performance of the THP.
The trends show that the values of Rth are
decreased when the supplied heat is increased.
This behavior is related to the arrangement of
eqn. (13). The maximum enhancement
percentage gained due to the insertion of TP is
the maximum reduction percentages of Rth value
for the tested configurations. The maximum
reduction percentages gained of Rth values is
55% for FR 40% and supplied heat of 50 W as
showed in fig. (11).
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600

Axial distance mm
Figure (9, a-e) : Temperatures Distribution Along the
THP and TPTHP

The effect of the insertion of TP on the values of
Rth are shown in fig. (10). The trends for the
TPTHP are clearly lower than the trends for the
THP. Therefore, the insertion of the TP
enhance/reduce the values of Rth and represent
the enhancement of the thermal performance of
the THP. The trends for the TPTHP are seemed
to be coincided with each other for different
values of FR rather than those for the THP that
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Figure 11. Reduction Percentages of Rth due to
insertion of TP
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6. Conclusions
A numerical study is carried out to simulate the
flow fields for steam and condensate flow in
THP. Simulation results showed a high
interaction between the two phases.
Therefore, a new tubes packing is proposed on
geometry basis to control the flow of the twophases. This tubes packing is designed and tested
in a 3DCFD simulation model. The simulation
results showed that the flow paths facilitate the
moving of the generated steam and the
condensate streams. This facilitating leads to
regulate/enhance
the
evaporation
and
condensation processes. Also this regulate
produce a reduction of the thermal resistance of
the THP up to 55% at various operating
conditions. Hence the thermal performance of the
THP are enhanced. The insertion of the TP
reduce/vanish the effect of the variation of filling
ratio on the thermal performance of the THP.
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